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Tamkang Signs Strategic Alliance with UPH College in Indonesia

Campus focus

On April 10, a group of 25 faculty and students from UPH College led by 

Executive Director and Principal Mrs. Wiginy Kusliawan visited Tamkang 

University. The Office of International and Cross-Strait Affairs received 

them. Apart from campus tours and introductions to Tamkang University, both 

sides further solidified their strategic alliance, aiming to promote talent 

cultivation and diverse exchanges actively. 

The campus tour was arranged by the Office of International Affairs 

arranged and led by UPH College alums currently enrolled at Tamkang 

University. They guided the visitors in familiarizing themselves with the 

campus environment and briefly explained the teaching facilities. During 

the tour, students enthusiastically took out their phones to capture the 

beautiful campus scenery. They particularly enjoyed visiting the sports 

center, where they lingered and took group photos. The campus introduction 

occurred in the HC307 Hall of the Hsu Shou-Chlien International Conference 

Center, moderated by the Dean of International Affairs, Dr. Chien-Mu Yeh. 

It mainly covered information about Tamkang University and admission 

procedures. The session included lively Q&A interactions with students, 

accompanied by giveaways of Taiwanese snacks and unique souvenirs from 

Tamkang University. Additionally, there were sessions where alums shared 

their experiences studying at Tamkang and engaged in discussions, providing 

the visitors with a deeper understanding and insight into studying at 

Tamkang. 

The signing ceremony took place in room HC306, with the presence of Vice 

President for International Affairs, Dr. Hsiao-Chuan Chen, Dean of the 

Colleges of Engineering, Artificial Innovative Intelligence, and Precision 

Healthcare, Dr. Tzung-Hang Lee, Dean of the College of International 

Affairs, Dr. Cheng-Hao Pao, Vice Principal of UPH College, Mr. Dody 

Kurniawan, along with faculty and students. The representatives of both 

universities signed the strategic alliance. President Keh expressed his 



hope that both parties could grow together through diverse exchanges. He 

encouraged students interested in international learning to enroll in 

Tamkang University. Mrs. Wiginy Kusliawan, who had previously studied at a 

university in Taiwan, acknowledged Tamkang University's academic 

performance and care for students. She emphasized the importance of 

learning Chinese and encouraged students to seize the opportunity to study 

at Tamkang University. She also hoped that Tamkang University could assist 

in promoting Chinese language education and facilitate more interaction and 

exchanges.




